
A New Look At

Helically Loaded Antennas
BY JOHN SCHULTZ, K3EZ

T he advent of PVC (and similar plastic materials)
tor piping has certainly made simple plumbing
jobs easy for the handyman. It has also lead to the
birth of a few new ideas tor antennas for radio
amateurs since the plastic tubing is available in
lengths up to 20 feet, in diameters up to several
inches and with a variety of accessory T-joints,
bends and angles such that almost any antenna
form can be constructed. No threading is involved;
the parts are bonded together with a special
cement. Adapters with threading are available.
however, if one wanted to go, for instance, from a
PVC boom on a beam to a steel pipe as a mast. The
PVC tubing is tough and can be used outdoors
under almost any condition.

The PVC tub ing can only serve as a form for an
antenna, however. One would not want to build a
full-size antenna out of PVC since aluminum could
then be used as well. So, the PVC material is ideal
if one wants to build some form of shortened an
tenna-be it a dipole (one-element beam), a multi
element beam or a vertical. Articles have appeared
before using this idea but the shortened antenna
form was achieved either by lumped constant load
ing (a big inductor) with its consequent losses or
by more efficient helical loading . But, the latter re
quired the tedious winding and glueing of wire
around the PVC tubing. Fortunately, the advent of
stainless steel tape has changed this. This tape can
be wound easi ly around the PVC tubing to form
a constant helical loading of an element. Further
more, it is weatherproof , can be soldered to attach
transmission lines and has low loss at h.f. because
of its large surface area.

The marriage of PVC tubing and stainless steel
tape can produce a variety of efficient, low-cost
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Fig. 1-A helIcally wound half-wave dipole with a con
stant diameter and pitch 01 the windings .
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shortened antenna forms ranging from helical load
ed mobile antennas which are more efficient and
have greater bandwidth than the usual base or
center loaded type; to disguise balcony antennas,
to portable antennas, to shortened multi-element
beams, etc. The purpose of this article is not to
present any specific antenna type, however, but to
give the amateur a design guide and method for
approaching the construction of such an antenna.
One could, of course, rush out to buy PVC tubing,
stainless steel tape and start winding the tape
around the tubing. Eventually with the use of a
grid-dip meter and s.w.r. meter a workable antenna
will be developed. But, it would be easier to do a
few simple calculations first and consult the graph
presented in this article to get the antenna dimen
sions in the right ballpark at least.

The helical form of loading is simply constant
inductive loading along the length of the anten na
as shown in fig. 1 for a simple half-wave dipole.
The essential characteristics of the dipole are main
tained (that is, maximum radiation broadside to the
axis of the antenna) as long as the diameter of the
loaded element is small as compared to the oper
ating wavelength. This will certainly always be the
case on the h.1. bands using PVC tubing. If the
diameter starts to become significant in terms of
wavelength (perhaps 10% or more) then the basic
dipole characteristic will change as significant
radiation starts to take place from the ends of the
antenna.

Unfortunately, one cannot measure out a half
wave-length of tape for a given band as based on
the usual half wave-length formu las, wrap it arou nd
the tubing and have an anten na that resonates
properly. The spacing (pitch) of the windings, size
of the tape width and diameter ratio of the tubing
with regards to wave-length all playa role in mak
ing the antenna resonate properly. These terms
are illustrated in fig. 2. The only exception to this
might be if one simply wanted to construct a heli
cally loaded vertical in a space-available situation
and then use it with a transmatch at its base to get
power into it on any given band. Especially on the
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Fig . 2-Stainless-steel tape used over plastic PVC tubing
to provide helical loading.

cals can all be produced with the helically wound
tape method white preserving better efficiency and
bandwidth than with lumped co nstant load ing. One
can go back and forth with th e graph. That is, start
with a desired reduction for an antenna, sta rt wi th
a length of space available fo r tubing, sta rt with
a tubing size or even start with a given pitch and
then determine how the other factors co me out.
Don' t forget also that various sizes of PVC tubing
can be nested together. So, one can produce a
tapered helically loaded element by calculating the
pitch, etc. fo r each length of different diameter
tubing. This has the nice advantage that the pitch
of the larger size tubing can be made so wider tape
can be used at the center of a dipole or base of a
Y4 vertical, where the current is hig hest, to reduce
ohmic power loss. The graph was based on test
results using a constant diameter but there is no
reason to believe that it wou ld not be reasonably
accurate fo r the tapered diameter situation also.

The length of tape needed can be calculated
L

from the fo rmula p X V pi -t- (.. 0)2. This is the

number of turns ( ~) times the stretched out length
of one turn. Steel tape isn 't as cheap as Scotch

(c ontinued on page 73)

Fig. 3-A graph to determine helically loaded an tenna
dimensions. Refer to the text for examples of usage.

lower frequency bands where the loaded antenna
does not exceed a V4 , this wi ll still get more
power radiated than loading into a metal rod of the
same length as the tubing.

Fig. 3 presents an emperical graph which can be
used to determine the spacing of the wi ndings
needed on tubi ng and possible tubing diameters
to use. By another simple formula (given later) one
can determi ne the total length of stainless steel
tape needed to be wound on the tubi ng. The graph
does not yield exact, unique solutions for any an
tenna but rather indicates possible combinations
of wind ing pitches and tube diameters that wi ll
wo rk . The graph is good fo r the cases where one
might employ 1N wide steel tape wound on a 4"
diameter PVC tube to V2" wide tape on a 1" diam
eter PVC tube. Naturally, to reduce ohmic losses
it is desirable to use a large width tape but the
tape width has to be governed by the pitch and
this in turn is governed by how much one wants to
reduce an antenna in size from its full length.

Some examples wi ll make thi s c learer. The graph
is based on the size reduction desired for an an
lenna. A V4 whip for 20 meters in full size would
be about 16V2 feet long. Say we wanI to reduce
this to about 8 feet or about 50% of its full size by
hel ically loading an 8 foot length of PVC tublnq.
Entering the graph at 50% we encounter three pos
sible OIL rat ios (diameter of tubing to length of
tubing) of .01, .02 and .04. Since we know L (8 feet
or 96"), the co rrespond ing diameters would be .96",
1.92N and 3.84". For a mobi le application , the .96"
diameter possibilily using 1N diameter PVC looks
interesting. The .01 OI L l ine at 50% produces a
PIO ratio (pitch to diameter ratio) of about .75".
So, the taped turns have to have a center-to-cente r
spacing of .75" wh ich means the tape can only be
about V2 " wide to provide a V4" gap between
windings.

For a fixed station installation one might go all
the way up to the avai lable 4" plastic tubing for the
3.84 N result on the OIL ratio of .04. From the graph
again, at 50% size reduction and for a OIL ratio
of .04, the PIO result is about 1.5. For a diameter
(0) of 4", the pitch is 6 inches. This is long enough
to easily use 1" wide tape and to have the spacing
great enough so the turns are sufficiently separated
even at voltage maximum points on the antenna
with high power.

Obviously, all sorts of combinations are possible
but size reductions greater than 30-40% usually
yield unrealistic results . One could build a 40 meter
rotatable dipole only 20 foot long but the tape width
would have to be reduced to the point where losses
increase significantly , bandwidth would be restrict
ed 10 a small portion (perhaps 50 kHz) of the band,
and the antenna wou ld only be good fo r low power
because of the very close spacing of the turns. But,
reasonably size- reduced beams, quads and verti-
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If you're not pumping out all the power
you're paying for , our little SWR-l combi
nation power meter and SWR bridge will
tell you so. You read forward and reflected
power simultaneously. up to 1000 watts RF
and 1:1 to infinity VSWR at 3 .5 to 150
:o..tHz.

Got it all tuned up? Keep it that way with
SWR-1. You can leave it right in your an
tenna circuit .

SWR-) guards against power loss
for 521.95"

Bandspread for SP-SOO-JX (from page 24)

across the dial-plate. to under the main tuni ng knob.
which is supplied with the vernier; the width is not
important. A line is drawn down the middle of the
dial-pointer, and then half the plastic is cut away.
This will leave only the permanent-ink line and half
the plastic piece. This aids in calibration-marking
later. The pointer is then mounted on the template
with a self-tapping screw.

Finally the dial plate is cut from stiff. thin alumi
num stock and a X -inch hole punched in the center

Helically Loaded Antennas (from page 21)

tape yet so it pays to do a bit of hunting around
for a good price if a considerable quantity is de
sired (20 feet, one inch wide should run about $2
at most auto /hardware outlets) .

The final turning of an antenna will have to be
done using a grid-dip meter and a s.w.r. bridge by
pruning turns at the ends of the elemen(s). Turns
can be removed or a few tu rns wound more closely
(and with smaller width tape) at the end to vary
resonance. The grid-di p meter is used to check
approxi mate resonance and then a s.w. r. meter
used fo r final tun ing with in a band.

Although stainless steel tape is weath erproof by
itsel f, further protection can be affo rded by sp ray
ing the fin ished element with a clear plastic coating
such as Krylon . Although no test data is avai lable,
it wou ld seem th at paint ing an antenna element
with an acry lic resin base paint will not effect its
electrical performance if one wants to hide th e
presence of the shiny sta inless steel tape.

This artic le has not presented th e reader with
specific numbers on antenna construction. except
for the design example. It may take a little time to
figu re out dimensions for a \l iven antenna need
but think of the simplicity of construction-steel
tape wound on PVC tubing-as compared to con
structing. waterproofing and tuning other loading
devices.

Deception Island (from page 19)

countered. I later learned that another volcanic
eruption had occurred just a few month s after we
departed from Deception Island.

It is hard to predict when lU 1ZC will be activated
again. but if the scientists that have studied the
volcanic activity of the island are correct in thei r
predictions. the volcanoes that once silenced the
radio amateur stations in the island will remain
very active for a long time. •
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